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Date: 26 April 2011

CPD seminar for registered architects
The Board supported in principle the organization of CPD seminars for RAs and agreed to explore suitable areas or thematic theme tailored for them.

Members were concerned about the resources of organizing such CPD seminars. For avoidance of duplication of efforts, there was a suggestion that such seminars should be co-organized with HKIA such that her members would also benefit. The Registrar would help take it forward and coordinate it between HKIA and ARB.

Joint Working Group on Legal Support Fund from the Government
ARB representatives KWAN Pak Lam, LOK Man-fai Felix and Senior Manager SIE Vivian attended a meeting convened by Engineers Registration Board on 27 April 2011.

HKIA Members who are not Registered Architects
ARB would enlist HKIA’s assistance to invite HKIA members who are not Registered Architects to apply for registration with ARB.